
TOOL: QUALIFICATION MAP
The Qualification Map is a structure used to collect and validate information, enabling an understanding of the 
sales project. This Qualification Map shows at a glance what our understanding is of the various topics which 
you are measuring under the headings of Prospect, Project and Risk.

So what exactly will you be doing with the Qualification Map?

You will rate the information that you have collected and assumptions that you have made using a very basic 
rating system, ranging from 1 for None to 5 for Excellent.

This will highlight the areas in which you are strong, and the areas where you are weak, due to lack of 
information or the situation, giving you an overview of your position with this opportunity at this stage.

Refer to the Section: "The Qualification Map: Qualifying the Prospect" in Learning Map Step 2 (SyncPoint 
E - Understanding) for additional information about how to use this tool

The example questions on page 3-5 can be used as a template for Prospect Meetings. Please use the spaces provided to make your notes.



Legend:
1 – None
2 – Poor
3 – Fair
4 – Good
5 – Excellent
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Prospect Information - Example Questions

 A1. Prospect Profile

 What is the business of my prospect?  

 In which market is my prospect active?

 Is there pressure to act in the prospect’s industry?

Key enabler for solution sales:
Become the expert on the prospect’s business!

 A2. Financial Situation of the Prospect 

 What is the financial situation of the prospect?

 What is the typical financing behavior of the prospect?

 How does the financial situation impact the upcoming project?

 Has the budget for a project been defined and approved?

 Is the budget in line with your solution’s required budget?

Key enabler for solution sales:
Diagnose the financial situation of the prospect and know the 
various financing options.

 A3. Drivers & Requirements 

 Which general drivers are influencing the prospect?

 Has a project been initiated?

 How important is the project to the prospect?

 Why does the prospect have to act now? 

 When do they have to decide?

 What is the economic or personal impact of a delay in the project?

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Qualify the urgency and importance of the project on the 
prospect’s terms!

 A4. Project Frame Definition

 Which requirements does the prospect have of the project?

 Which critical success factors does the prospect have? 

 Is there a time frame and process defined for the project?

 Which stage of the buying and selling process is the prospect in?

 Is the prospect ready and willing to allocate resources to 
 the project?

 Do they have experience with buying/implementing software solutions?

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Validate and develop the prospect’s ability to succeed with the 
project.
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Project Information - Example Questions

 B1. Prospect Relationship

 Do we have a business relationship with the prospect or is   
this a new prospect?

 How good is the relationship and how stable is the relationship  
 with the prospect? 

 What are the potential problem areas and ways to address them?

 Which measurable value have we been able to deliver in 
 the past?

 At what level do we have a relationship to the prospect?   
 (CEO, Manager, User)

 What is the cultural fit with the organization of the prospect?

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Assess, develop and leverage the quality of your relationship with 
the prospect.

 B2. Expectations Match

 How good is the fit between our solution and the requirements  
 and the environment of the prospect?

 Have we set the expectations correctly?

 Does our solution fit into the budget and price expectation of  
 the prospect?

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Set correct expectations for both buyer and seller.

 B3. Decision-Making

 Is the decision making/approval process defined?

 What are the formal and informal decision criteria of the prospect? 

 Do you know how the prospect has made decisions in past projects?

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Understand and drive the decision-making process.

 B4. Political Situation

 Who are the key persons for the project?

 Do we have the support of a mentor? 

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Assess and develop the political situation in the account. 
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Key enabler for solution sales: 
Develop the value proposition one prospect at a time.

 C3. Our Resources Needed 

 Do we have the required pre-sales, sales and services   
resources to succeed with the project? 

 Is our standard demo capable of showing the most critical   
aspects of the solution?

 Is our solution capable of delivering 80% of the required   
functionality out of the box?

 Has our management been involved? 

 Are SAP resources being used?

 Can we win this account at a profit?

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Assess and deploy your resources for a successful project.

 C4. Prospect Resources Needed 

 Does the prospect have the required internal resources?

 Has the prospect’s management been involved? 

 Is the ecosystem of the prospect involved/informed?

 Is the prospect’s staff motivated to conclude the project? 

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Help the prospect to deploy their resources for 
a successful project.

 C1. Differentiation

Prospect perception
 Does the prospect recognize our strengths?

 Are our strengths relevant to their decision criteria?

 Does the prospect see us as unique?

Our perception
 Do we know the other players in the opportunity?

 How did we handle them in the past?

 What makes us unique relative to them?

 What are their weak spots?

Key enabler for solution sales: 
Develop your competitive differentiation one prospect at a time.

 C2. Relative Value Add

Prospect perception
 What is the perceived value add the prospect perceives?

 How confident are they that they will achieve their goals?

 Do they see you as a value add? 

Our perception
 Does the prospect recognize our strengths?

 Can we position this value in a measurable and credible way?

 Which value differentiates us from our competition?

Risk Information - Example Questions
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